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Dark Highland Fire CRC Press
In the harsh Scottish highlands of 1565, superstition and treachery threaten a truce between rival clans. It's a weak
truce at first, bound only by an arranged engagement between Anne MacGregor and Niall Campbell-the heirs of
the feuding families. While Niall wrestles with his suspicions about a traitor in his clan, Anne's actions do not go
unnoticed. And as accusations of witchcraft abound, the strong and sometimes callous Campbell heir must fight
for Anne's safety among disconcerted clan members. Meanwhile his own safety in threatened with the ever-
present threat of someone who wants him dead. Will Niall discover the traitor's identity in time? Can Anne find a
way to fit into her new surroundings? Will the two learn to love each other despite the conflict? With a perfect mix
of a burgeoning romance and thrilling suspense, this book is historical fiction at its best.
Highland Superstitions Baker Books
AN ELITE FIGHTING FORCE UNLIKE THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN . . . Scouring the
darkest corners of the Highlands and Western Isles, Robert the Bruce handpicks ten
warriors to help him in his quest to free Scotland from English rule. They are the best of
the best, chosen for their superior skills in each discipline of warfare. And to lead his
secret Highland Guard, Bruce chooses the greatest warrior of all. The ultimate Highland
warlord and a swordsman without equal, Tor MacLeod has no intention of being drawn
into Scotland’s war against the English. Dedicated to his clan, the fiercely independent
chief answers to no one—especially not to his alluring new bride, bartered to him in a bid
to secure his command of the deadliest fighting force the world has ever seen. The
treacherous chit who made her way to Tor’s bed may have won his hand, but she will
never claim his heart. Although her husband’s reputation is as fierce as his manner,
Christina Fraser believes that something softer hides beneath his brutal shell. But the
only warmth she feels is in their bed, in glorious moments of white-hot desire that
disappear with the dawn. When Christina’s reckless bid to win her husband’s love goes
awry and thrusts them into danger on the eve of war, Tor will face his ultimate battle: to
save his wife and to open his heart—before it’s too late.

Child of the Mist (These Highland Hills Book #1) University of Chicago Press
First published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A History of the Scottish Highlands Sourcebooks, Inc.
Award-winning author and mountaineer follows in the footsteps of the woman as well as the
monarch who came to see the Highlands as her retreat and solace. This historical biography cum
guide book has a wealth of new material about "Mrs Brown". From her short walks to her large
scale expeditions and her days out on the mountains, her experiences add to any walker's
enjoyment of the region. It includes maps, line drawings, and never before seen photographs from
the Washington Wilson collection.
Highland Lassies, Or The Roua Pass Arcadia Publishing
It is May 1568, and Caitlin Campbell has recently had her heart broken by a callous young
nobleman. With a track record of not choosing men well, she meets Darach MacNaghten,
whose clan has been outlawed. Not only is he everything Caitlin should be wary of, but he is a
man of many secrets, none of which bode well for the Campbells. He comes to Kilchurn to
free his imprisoned older brother, but when he realizes that his plan has no chance of success,
he kidnaps Caitlin to hold her as hostage until his brother is freed. This plan, so simple on the
surface, soon leads to a clash of wills between two proud, headstrong people. And the
problems only worsen the closer Darach's plan draws to its unforeseen conclusion. Fans of
Morgan's These Highland Hills series and historical fiction readers will enjoy this dramatic
conclusion to the series.
On the Trail of Queen Victoria in the Highlands Ballantine Books
New York Times bestselling author Hannah Howell delivers her most enthralling novel yet
with the story of an innocent beauty and an unjustly accused laird who discover a rapturous

passion as they embark upon a wondrous journey across the rugged Scottish highlands. . .
Swept overboard and stranded on the rocky shores of Scotland, Moira Robertson is left with
only the tattered clothes on her back--and the mysterious stranger who came to her aid on the
ship. Although their close surroundings unsettle her, she soon cannot resist his touch which
awakens a burning ache deep within her. But can she trust her life--and her heart--to this
darkly seductive man? Tavig MacAlpin is a condemned man. Accused of a murder he did not
commit, his escape is thwarted by a flame-haired beauty. He must continue his search for
justice, but fate has bound him to this Scottish lass--and to a slow, sensual desire that will not
be denied. . . Praise for Hannah Howell and her Highland novels. . . "Few authors portray the
Scottish highlands as lovingly or colorfully as Hannah Howell." --Publishers Weekly "Expert
storyteller Howell pens another Highland winner." --Romantic Times
The highlands and western isles of Scotland, in letters to sir Walter Scott Baker Books
This is Reverend Alexander MacGregor's excellent work on the superstitions in the British
Highlands, containing chapters about general superstitions, druidism, fairies, witchcraft, second-
sight, smaller superstitions, hallowe'en, sacred wells and lochs ...
A History of the Scottish Highlands, Highland Clans and Highland Regiments Dundurn
Part of the worldwide biodiversity program DIVERSITAS, the Global Mountain Biodiversity
Assessment (GMBA) assesses the biological richness of high-elevation biota. GMBA's focus includes
the uppermost forest regions or their substitute rangeland vegetation, the treeline ecotone, and the
alpine and nival belts. Providing more than description, the GM
Ancestral Encounters in Highland Madagascar Routledge
Offered in marriage by David of Scotland as a guise for peace and cursed by Aidan's people
for the sins of her father, Lìleas MacLaren is the one woman Aidan believes he is immune
to. Alas, she is also the one woman who might bring the fierce chieftain to his knees.
Short Sketches of the Wild Sports & Natural History of the Highlands A Fire Within (These
Highland Hills Book #3)
This book examines encounters between the living and the dead in nineteenth-century
highland Madagascar, considering the challenges that ghostly actors pose for writing history.
A History of the Highlands and of the Highland Clans Cambridge University Press
Gabriel MacInnes has led a charmed life. A Highland werewolf of Alpha lineage, he'd always thought that, as
the second son, he would never have to worry much about responsibility. But with his Pack now squarely in
the sights of an ancient and rediscovered enemy, everything has begun to change. Exiled from the Drakkyn
realm, on the run from the dragon prince who claims her as his own, the last thing Rowan an Morgaine
wants is to deal with a bunch of overbearing shifters in the middle of nowhere. But when her hiding place on
Earth is discovered, and with blood the only thing that can restore her waning power, the fiery demigoddess
has little choice but to accept Gabriel as a protector ... As the Earthly and Drakkyn realms converge, Gabriel
and Rowan must decide how much they're willing to sacrifice for fate...and for one another. What reviewers
are saying about Kendra Leigh Castle: "Ms. Castle develops likeable characters, adds danger-filled mystery to
a steamy romance, and keeps reader's interest to the revealing end." -Darque Reviews "A great, fast-paced
tale. Castle's world-building is superb and leaves readers wanting more." -Romantic Times "Fans of straight
up romance looking for a little extra something will be bitten." -Publishers Weekly "This fresh and exciting
take on the werewolf legend held me captive until the last page. I'll definitely be watching for more stories
from Kendra Leigh Castle." -Nina Bangs, author of One Bite Stand
Sandy Hook's Lost Highland Beach Resort Kensington Publishing Corp.
Shiloh Wainwright begins teaching at the White River Indian Agency and must deal with a
harsh U.S. government, the threat of an Indian uprising, and her feelings for Jesse
Blackwater, a childhood friend who is half Ute Indian.
In The Supreme Court of the State of New York Appellate Divison Third Department  Revell
A Fire Within (These Highland Hills Book #3)Baker Books
The Northern Highlands in the Nineteenth Century
Long considered both best friend and worst enemy to humankind, fire is at once creative and destructive. On
the endangered tropical island of Madagascar, these two faces of fire have fueled a century-long conflict
between rural farmers and island leaders. Based on detailed fieldwork in Malagasy villages and a thorough
archival investigation, Isle of Fire offers a detailed analysis of why Madagascar has always been aflame, why it
always will be aflame, and ultimately, as Christian Kull argues, why it should remain aflame.
The Wild Sports and Natural History of the Scottish Highlands

Built by William Sandlass during the Golden Age of the Jersey Shore, the Highland Beach
excursion resort was an iconic landmark for more than seven decades. The resort put Sandy
Hook on the map, as hordes of tourists were brought by trains, ferries and automobiles to soak
up the sun and enjoy the plentiful amusements. At the once magical playground enjoyed by so
many, the families dined and relaxed at Sandlass' Surf House and Basket Pavilion in the
1890s. Teenagers rocked away the night in the resort's Bamboo Room in the 1950s. Meet the
characters who shaped the land and had the vision for a storied resort wiped away by time,
technology and politics. Author Susan Sandlass Gardiner charts the rise and fall of Sandy
Hook's historic resort paradise.
History of the Highlands & of the Highland Clans

Our Highland Folklore Heritage

Harper's Weekly

The Highland Sportsman and Tourist
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